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Tariff Notice No. 1976/63-Applications for ApprOI'al 

NOTICE is hereby given that applications have been made to the Minister of Customs for concessionary entry of the following goods at the 
rates of Customs Duty shown: 

Appn. Tariff Goods 
Rates of Duty 

Part 
No. Item 

I I 
Other II 

Normal B.P. Pref. Ref. 

34146 32.09.003 Urethane/polyurethane resins, used in the production of urethane Free* Free* Free* 10.2 
coated fabrics 

34145 32.09.079 Urethane/polyurethane resins and modifiers (slip agents, dullers and 
feel agents), used in the production of urethane coated fabrics 

Free* Free* Free* 10.2 

34208 33.04.029 Alamask CPM, CPM-X, odour control compounds .. .. Free* Free* Free* 10.2 
34156 34.02.000 Hostapon CAS, used in the cosmetics industry .. .. .. Free* Free* Free* 10.8 
34309 34.02.000 Varisoft 475, used as the basis of a fabric softener .. .. Free* Free* Free* 10.8 
34170 38.11.028 Crotothane, a fungicide containing dinocap, used for the control of Free* Free* Free'" 10.2 

powdery mildew on apples, pears, etc. 
34295 38.11.048 Buctril 20, a weedkiller containing bromoxynil octanoate, for use in Free'" Free'" Free'" 10.2 

34211 
wheat, barley and other cereals 

39.01.012 Phtalopal SEB, used in the manufacture of nitrocellulose lacquers, Free'" Free* .. 
34246 39.01.012 

spirit varnishes, etc. 
Trimene base aldehyde an amine condensation product for use as a Free'" Free'" .. 

rubber accelerator 
34157 39.01.022 Melment LIO, L20, L3oo, used in the building industries .. .. Free* Free* .. 
34212 39.02.022 Suprapal AP, used in the manufacture of various types of printing Free* Free'" .. 

inks 
34218 39.02.032 Methylon resins 75108, 75121, 75201, 75202, and 75204, used in the Free'" Free'" .. 

manufacture of adhesives, sealants, surface coatings and paints 
34168 39.02.032 Separan AP 273, used as a flocculant .. ., .. .. Free'" Free'" .. 
34248 39.02.091 3M Brand Vinyl Mastic electrical tape, when imported in rolls less Free'" Free'" .. 

than 15 cm in width to be used for protection and insulation of 
electrical cables 

34296 39.02.099 Plyofix edge binding tape .. .. .. .. . . Free'" Free'" Free'" 10.2 
34229 39.02.131 Scotch Brand Vinyl Mastic electrical tape, used for protection Free'" Free'" .. 

and insulation of electrical cables 
34176 40.10.005 Endless round section belting, 3/16 in. diameter X 40 5/16 in., Free'" Free* .. 

3/16 in. diameter x 51! in., 3/16 in. diameter x 561/12 in., used 
for operating mechanism to zeroise the registers of petrol pumps 
before a new delivery of petrol is made and/or to operate retract-
ing mechanism for draping the hose .. .. .. 

34301 41.03.004 Sheep and lambskin leather, dressed, viz: skivers, to be used in Free* Free* Free* 10.2 
bookbinding 

34228 48.15.009 Honshu glazed transparent paper or glassin, used in the manufacture Free * Free * Free * 10.2 
of window envelopes 

34207 51.01.004 Yam of man-made fibres (continuous), not put up for retail sale, Free'" Free* Free'" 10.2 
viz; lycra, 44 decitex 

34177 59.04.009 Piping cord, for use in manufacture of bedspreads .. .. Free* Free* Free'" 10.2 
34322 59.05.002 Fyke or eel nets, used in commercial fishing for eels .. .. Free* Free* Free'" 10.2 
34307 73.20.002 Carbon steel flanges to specification BS.I0.1962, screwed internally Free* Free* .. 

with British Standard Threads 
32439 73.20.024 QVF glass drainline couplings .. .. .. .. Free* Free'" . . 
34224 74.19.069 Brass fittings for nylon brake tubing .. .. .. Free* Free* Free* 10.2 
31730 84.17.128 Serap reclamation machine, Compacta 40 h.p. model, used for the Free* Free* Free* 10.2 

reclamation and the re-cycling of waste plastics 
34271 84.18.139 Mirco-wyndfilter, Mirco-klean filter cartridges, for filtering liquids .. Free* Free* Free* 10.2 
34270 84.18.139 Turno-klean filters, for filtering liquids .. .. .. Free* Free* Free* 10.2 
33349 84.21.002 Thayer and Chandler photographic retouch units, for airbrush Free* Free* Free'" 10.2 

painting of photographs .. .. .. .. . . 
34262 84.26.024 Plastic Kadova cheese moulds, liners and lid liners, used in the manu- Free* Free'" 10.3 

facture of gouda cheese 
34278 84.40.101 Wascator washer extractor WE 40 super, used for washing clothes in Free'" Free* Free'" 10.2 

the laundry 
33344 84.40.119 Lamson dryset vacuum units, vertical and overhead types, used in the Free'" Free* Free* 10.2 

laundry, dry-cleaning and textile trades for the creation of vacuum 
on clothing presses 

34287 84.40.159 Heater battery type 2222, used for Pegg continuous drying and 
finishing machine 

Free* Free* Free* 10.8 

34179 84.54.001 Banda spirit duplicators, models Junior 100 HAF and lOOE .. Free* Free* Free'" 10.2 
34190 84.56.001 Universal wobbler feeder, to be used in sorting and separating rocks, 

dirt and rubble before feeding to a crusher 
Free* Free* Free'" 10.2 

34254 84.59.149 Evasser Flo pads, air pads, bin discharge cones .. .. Free* Free* Free* 10.2 
34253 84.59.149 Kool cure ultraviolet curing equipment, for use in drying printing Free* Free'" Free* 10.2 

inks 
31788 84.59.149 Polypropylene chopping and dispensing machine, used to chop poly- Free* Free* Free* 10.2 

propylene fibre into short lengths and to blow these into a concrete 
mixer 

34194 84.59.149 T. D. Williamson scraper passage indicator, used as a mechanical Free* Free'" Free* 10.2 
device which is welded onto pipelines and on scraper traps to in-
dicate visually when a pipeline scraper (Pig) has passed a certain 
point or points, or passed into or out of a scraper trap or receiver 

34260 84.59.149. V.30 series of Volvo hydraulic pump/motors .. .. .. Free* Free'" Free* 10.2 
34201 85.19 Electrical control equipment manufactured by Allen West Simplex- Free'" Free* Free* 10.2 

GE Ltd., and Dorman Smith Ltd, to be used as electrical controls 
for industrial and manufacturing machinery and power dis-
tribution 


